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OVERVIEW
tTemperature plays a key role in many applications in biomedical field and Lab-on-Chip devices
t *UTSFHVMBUJPOJTFTTFOUJBMJOUFDIOJRVFTTVDI as Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and thermal stimulation
t8FQSFTFOUIFSFJOUIFLab-on-PCB, a thermally-controlled device for lab-based biomedical applications
t5IFEFWJDFJTCBTFEPOUIFDPODFQUPGmini-hotplate pixel array, implemented exlusively with PCB
technology, tackling the high cost and bulckiness of current thermal regulation systems
t4JNVMBUJPOTBOEFYQFSJNFOUBMSFTVMUTEFNPOTUSBUFUIFDPNCJOFEtemperature sensing/heating feature
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tPlatforms to facilitate a number of
different functions, by converting
energy from one form to another.

t4UBOEBSEUFDIOJRVFGPSJOWJUSP
amplification of DNA stands.

t-PDBMJODSFBTFPGUFNQFSBUVSFPG
cancer cells to annihilate them.

tWidely used in molecular biology,
typically consisting of a periodic
thermal cycling between three
reaction steps.

t/FVSPNPEVMBUJPOUFDIOJRVFGPS
action potential generation or
blocking.

tSensing (e.g. optical, chemical,
capacitive) and actuation (e.g.
mechanical, magnetic, thermal)

SINGLE-PIXEL SIMULATION

MULTI-PIXEL SIMULATION

t'&.NPEFMPGFBDIPGUIFQJYFM
(205HT, 325HT, 405HT)
t5FNQFSBUVSFQSPöMFTJNVMBUJPOT
at steady state with 1A current
tTFUTPGTJNVMBUJPOTIFBU
dissipation on air and on water

t'&.NPEFMTGPSUIFEJòFSFOU
array implementations on PCB
t5FNQFSBUVSFQSPöMFTJNVMBUJPOT
at steady state with 1A current
t4JNVMBUJPOTXJUIBɅMWPMVNF
of water of top of the heaters
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Need for low-cost, fast, scalable and small thermally controlled devices

THERMAL LAB-ON-PCB
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t6 printed circuit boards fabricated (2 layer PCB, 12μm thick copper)
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t1JYFMTDIBSBDUFSJTFECPUIJOUFSNTPGheating capabilities and
temperature sensing range
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t.FBTVSFNFOUTQFSGPSNFEFNQMPZJOHBTPVSDFNFUFSVOJU 4.6 
external temperature sensors and custom circuitry.

FEEDBACK

POWER COEFFICIENT OF TEMPERATURE (PCT or β)
temperature increase of the mini-hotplate due to heat dissipation

controller: the processing element.

Heater Current [mA]

Pixel (Mini-hotplate)

t5IFQSPQPTFEUIFSNBMLab-on-PCB concept is a platform based
on a MxN array configuration of pixels (mini-hotplates)
comprising a heater, a temperature sensor and an electrode.

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF RESISTANCE @T0 (TCR or αT0 )
resistance variation of the RTD sensor as the temperature increases
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16 mini-hotplate pixels, 4×4 matrix configuration
5 different array configuarations (+ 1 mixed) designed and
implemented in PCB (varing on pixel dimension and pitch)
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tMicrocontroller Unit (MCU)

DAC

Lab-on-PCB

Single-Channel Control Board

Board Dimension



tOutput Control Circuit (OCC)
- converts the digital signal received from the MCU into the analog
control signal used to regulate the minihotplate temperature
- digital-to-analog converter - DAC (AD5328)
- voltage-to-current circuit - VtoI (MCP6024 opamp, FDS9926A nmos)

Pitch

PIXEL DESIGN

ARRAY DESIGN
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TCR @ 20°C = 3.83 ·10

- core of the control process, communicates with the
single-pixel minihotplate through the OCC and ICC
- FRDM-ZL25Z development board
- NXP MKL25Z128VLK4 microcontroller

W= 100μm

Array Dimension
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Closed-loop control circuit prototype for the control of a single pixel


double spiral shapeUPNBYJNJ[FUIFSFTJTUBODFQFSVOJUBSFB 3"
3 different variations of this pixel configuration
UBHT205HT, 325HT, and 405HT)
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CONTROL CIRCUIT PROTOTYPE AND FUTURE WORK
Th = 12μm

The two thermoelectric properties (1) temperature increase due to Joule
heating, and (2) resistance variation due to temperature change, can be
combined in the same element and implemented with PCB technology.
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TEMPERATURE SENSING
ELEMENT
thermal-to-electrical
energy transducer
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Mini-hotplate Design Concept

MINI-HOTPLATE ARRAY DESIGN

electrical-to-thermal
energy transducer
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Pixel Array Configuration Concept
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Input Control
Circuit

FRDM-KL25Z

tInput Control Circuit (ICC)
- conditions and converts the temperature sensing analog signal from
the minihotplate into digital signal used by the MCU
- current sensing amplifier - CSA (LT6118)
- analog-to-digital converter - ADC (internal on FRDM-KL25Z)

Single-Pixel
Minihotplate

SPI

Output
Control Circuit

ONGOING AND FURTHER WORK
Develop multichannel control board
GUI for real-time PCR regulation

2.05 mm

3.25 mm

4.05 mm

PID controller implementation
2.05 mm

Reduce driving current (increase res.)
3.25 mm
4.05 mm

Time dependant simulations

